




















CHARACTER BACKSTORIES

Dr. L. C. Nadelmann
You are the youngest PhD to be tenured at Miskatonic 
University, in Arkham, Massachusetts. You are a rising star in 
the new � eld of cultural anthropology; even your European 
counterparts are impressed by your cascade of learned articles. 
Your theories are exciting, your classes are always full, and your 
students idolize you. Previous expeditions on your résumé  
have been just sensational enough to draw the favorable 
attention of the press to the university in general, and to the 
department of anthropology in particular. Rumors � y about 
large private endowments for your specialty. Your department 
head and collegiate administrators often invite you to dinner.

Sylvia Davidson
� e latest arrival in a prominent line of Boston Brahmins, 
Sylvia is the � rst to take her studies to the postgraduate level 
and her boots into the wilds. � anks to her academic acumen, 
you have already conferred with the department head about 
tapping her for a junior position on the faculty. If she has a 
fault, it is an invariable seriousness, which you hope may slip 
a little in the � eld. 

Of course Sylvia signed up for the Nadelmann Expedition. 
It was the next logical step in her pursuit of academic 
excellence.

Norman Falkner
Norman is an atypical character around the department. A 
mature student, he worked for 16 years as a custodian whilst 
taking advantage of the long night shifts to educate himself 
from the library’s books and save for this period of study.

You persuaded Norman to come on the expedition, hoping 
his reliable, calm disposition would make him a steady 
companion to the younger students.

Charlie Foxtail
It surprises most people to discover that Fort McDonald’s best 
tracker is a woman from the Tsuut’ina Nation—known by 
some as the Sarcee Indians. But those who ridicule her often 
regret it, and the bruises can last for weeks. Charlie de� ed her 
elders’ wishes to leave the village and work as a guide. She is 
saving up money to send her bedridden husband to Winnipeg 
for an expensive operation.

Bernard Ebstein
An earnest fellow from the Upper West Side, Bernard is 
popular among his classmates. His extracurricular conversation 
of late has centered on his upcoming wedding to his sweetheart, 
Catherine. � is is sure to be a dazzling event, and as his favorite 
professor, your invitation has already arrived.

Bernard certainly possesses an aptitude for anthropology 
and a desire to test his knowledge in the � eld. But you suspect 
he signed up for the expedition to defy his image as a city boy 
and prove his outdoorsman credentials to his bride-to-be.
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